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The Aba offers both a careful theoretical training and a technological update in  spirit of continuous confrontation and stimulus 

between teachers and students. We believe that our students must know how to master the technical and tecnological tools 

required by the job market, but above all shape their ideas in new art forms to be creative, flexible and propositive.

ACADEMIC 
PATH

FIRST LEVEL DEGREE-3 YRS

The “Laurea Triennale” allows you to choose your vocation at once among the branches, acquiring the cultural and thematic basic 

skills.The courses provide theoretical, practical and  workshops exams. The number of training credits to get in 3 years is 180, of 

which 12 for the final thesis.

SECOND LEVEL MASTER DEGREE-2 YRS

The “Laurea Specialistica” continues the address followed in the previous 3 years at a deeper level. Part of the training path is done 

in firms, graphic studios and production houses. The number of credits to get is 120 of which 12 for the final thesis. Upon graduation 

youb can apply for the job you ave studied for and get a teching carreer as well.

MULTIMEDIA 
ARTS

The school of new art technologies has set a course that meets the needs of a 

constantly evolving communication market.

Lectures and workshops on the latest technological resources in the field of 

audiovisuals, the web, communication.

From comics to applications for tablets, from video to 3D applications, the different 

techniques become instruments of an emotional expressiveness that is in 

everything an art form.

Professional outlet: director, video editor, executive producer, scriptwriter and 

cartoonist, web designer, multimedia designer, artistic coordinator, multimedia 

editorial editor and event editor, and access to teaching in schools of all levels.

Main subjects
Multimedia design / Direction / Sound design / Editing techniques / Copywriting 

Social networks / Photography / 3D rendering



The course aims to train professionals who, beside a deep knowledge of socio 

cultural, esthetic, economic and technological issues, can work on the research of 

ultimate project solutions, also concerning environmental sustainability, with great 

creative skill.

We analyze the design and construction phases of anything concerning interior 

design, texture, furnitures, objects, jewels and the study of interior and exterior 

spaces as well.

Professional outlet: Industrial Design, exhibition design, interior design, interior 

decorator, light design, 2d and 3D operator and access to teaching in schools of all 

levels.

The Painting course means to form operators in art communication who can find 

the right language and media, either traditional or current, for the required aims, 

even tied to a personal elaboration. A solid  basic culture and mastering the use of 

techniques and creativity are required to be able to access a relevant professional 

environment or follow up your art research.

Professional outlet: Experts of pictorial drawing image elaboration in editorial 

productions, cultural events, shows,advertising, visualisation of sport, science 

training path and access to teaching in any school of all levels.

Main subjects
Product Design, Interior Design,3D rendering, Urban Architecture, Jewels design, 

Fabric Design, Light Design.

Main subjects
Art Anatomy,Painting, Engraving techniques and Graphic Art,Computer Art, 

Illustration, Cartoon Art, Painting Techniques.

VISUAL ARTS 
(PAINTING)

DESIGN



The course of Graphics has the aim to train operators in the most current branches of 

visual communication, by traditional or informatic graphic media, able to elaborate 

projects in publishing, illustration, advertising and Design. The knowledge of graphic 

techniques, of photography, of advertising communication and editorial content 

management allows to acquire skills in a wide range of disciplines.

Professional outlet: advert graphic, typographic composer, operator in various 

editorial acivities, advert photographer, editor and copywriter, art director, web 

designer and access to teaching in schools of all levels.

The aim of the course is to train fashion operators. These professionals must be 

able to create with deep knowledge of the purpose of their own ideas, from 

marketing to business strategies, to socio psychological issues. At the same time 

the knowledge of materials and pr5ocessing techniques are basic. GRAPHIC and 

illustrative and communicative skills are a fundamental support to creativity, either 

by traditional manual method or the ultimate informatic systems.

Professional outlet: cool hunter,fashion stylist, dress designer, fashion 

photographer, modeller, textile researcher, stylist, visual merchandiser, costume 

designer and access to teaching in schools of all levels

Main subjects
Graphic design, Art digital applications, History of Graphics and print,

Computer graphics, concept planning, Design for publishing, Comics art.

Main subjects
Fashion Design, Fashion and Costume history, Modeling, Textile Design, Design 

Methodology, Jewels and Accessories design, Fashion computer Graphic.

FASHION 
DESIGN

GRAPHICS



L’Accademia di Belle Arti di Cuneo Legalmente Riconosciuta was created in 1992 and offers 2 years and 3 years master courses 

equivalent and corresponding to University degrees. The headquarter of the Academy is in the historical center of Cuneo, chief 

town of the Provincia granda  and rich and lively territory from the economical and cultural point of view.

Besides Cuneo, the Accademia di Belle arti has more sites in Milan, Asti and Mondovì, centers of great cultural and industrial 

tradition, while in the Principality of Monaco and Milan prestigious offices of representation are present. 

The Accademia di Belle arti di Cuneo integrates the training offer with a deep theoretical preparation and a specific and careful 

technical preparation, as we are convinced that our students must master the technical and technological tools required by 

the job market, but,above all, they must be able to shape their ideas in new art forms to be flexible and propositive also in the 

professional world. With this in mind the Academy drives the students in a path parallel and complementary to their studies, 

a path of stages,art exhibitions, fashion shows and partecipation to projects on the territory. Besides the university path it’s 

possible to attend single courses and free nude school, and for who wish to dedicate to teaching the Academy activates any 

ministerial provisions as the teaching qualification modalities.

The activity of Accademia di Belle Arti di Cuneo is at the already mentioned sites and at two representation offices, for a better 

educational location and to grant the students wide opportunities to keep relations with a productive and cultural reality of 

sure interest in the field of the specific disciplines covered. The choice of the locations was done acording to logistic efficiency 

criteria, the centrality and the prestige that is due to places where art, creativity and beauty are primary reference concepts.

For more information, contact the Institute’s secretariat.



The headquarters of the Accademia di Belle Arti is in via Savigliano 8/b, 

in the medieval historic center of Cuneo.

Off-site locations

Milano Ripa di Porta Ticinese, 79

Asti piazza De Andrè (Università)

Representation offices

In Montecarlo, in the Principality of Monaco and in Milan,

in the “Verticale forest” skyscraper. Two centers in charge of organizing  

events and collaborations with finalized organizations and companies

to give visibility to students’ creations and create synergies

with the institutional and entrepreneurial fabric.

The secretariat and the direction are available for any information  

at the following addresses.It is possible to request information  

on scholarships, availabilityof housing, logistics and any other technical  

and bureaucratic aspects.

Address: Via Savigliano 8/b - 12100 CUNEO

Phone: +39.0171.695753 - Mobile: +39 3341095314

eMail: direzione@accademiabellearticuneo.it

www.accademiabellearticuneo.it


